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Technology managers are often faced
with the need to make strategic
decisions on what technologies they
should invest in and how they should be
managed, individually and as a portfolio.
It is important for these decisions to be
made within the wider context of
business’s overall strategy.

Aims
This project aimed to develop a set of guidelines
by which a firm can develop its technology
strategy.
Such a process should reflect:
-

-

A holistic view to technology strategy,
including relevant aspects of the ISAEP
(Identification, Selection, Acquisition,
Exploitation and Protection) technology
management framework,
Three levels of decision making – the
business unit/area, specific innovation
stream(s) (i.e. products/services/processes),
and relevant technologies – necessary for a
coherent technology strategy.

Progress made
Strategic)compe++ve)
posi+oning))
4 What%are%our%customers’%
future%needs%and%desires?%%
4 What%future%trends%and%
drivers%(&%emerging%and%
poten8ally%disrup8ve%
technologies)%will%impact%us?%
4 What%are%our%core%
technologies%and%
competences?%What%do/
should%we%develop%ourselves%
and%what%do%we%buy%from%
suppliers?%
%
4 What%is%our%compe88ve%
stance%regarding%emerging/
disrup8ve%technologies?%

Strategic)direc+on)
and)planning)
4 How%do%our%technology%plans%
align%with%our%technology%
por@olio,%and%what%resources%
underpin%the%plans?%

Technology*
strategy*

4 How%do%our%technology%plans%
support%innova8on%streams,%
business%objec8ves%and%align%
with%market%demands?%
%
4 How%do%we%address/manage%
cri8cal%technology/market%
uncertain8es%and%risks%in%our%
technology%plans?%

Strategic)balance)
4 Which%priority%technologies%should%we%[con8nue%to]%
include%in%our%technology%por@olio%and%invest%in?%
4 Can%we%improve%balance%of%our%technology%por@olio?%
4 How%do%our%technology/innova8on/business%por@olios%
align?%

4 What%policies%guide%our%
investment%decisions%and%
resource%alloca8on?%What%are%
our%strategic%buckets?%

3 key but interdependent components of
technology strategy have been identified:
-

Strategic competitive positioning
Strategic direction and planning
Strategic balance

Each encompasses a set of issues important for
drawing up a comprehensive technology strategy.
However, addressing all these issues in one allencompassing process is challenging and
impractical for many organisations.
Therefore, a modular approach to technology
strategy is proposed. Only the most pressing
issues for an organisation are addressed at a time,
while maintaining a view of the overall strategy.

Innova0on'strategy'

[Dimensions:'product/service/process/business'process]'

Technology'strategy'

[regarding'elements'related'to'innova0on'dimensions]'

Exploitation

Selection

Acquisition

Deliverables

Future research will focus on testing this modular
approach through engagement with STIM
companies. Innovation and technology management
expertise will be deployed as necessary through the
scalable toolkit platform for strategy engagements.
Tes1ng'the'modular'approach'to'technology'strategy!

Technology*
Strategy*
Assessment'
Step%2:%Customisa.on%
Design%a%tailored%process%to%
speciﬁcally%address%the%issues%
Step%1:%Assessment%
Iden.fy%most%pressing%issues%
in%your%technology%strategy%
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Through a synthesis of reviewed literature, and
the combined views of industry experts and
representatives of STIM member companies,
this project will deliver practical guidance for
developing technology strategy.

Future research & engagement
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Business'strategy'

Protection

Bo1om$up(coherence(

Top$down(alignment(

Identification

Customised*
technology*
strategy*
process'
Balance'

Step%3:%Delivery%
Carry%out%the%process%through%
a%series%of%workshops%
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